Selections for a fast track

Horses listed by program number
Post time: 2:10 p.m.

1st. 1 mile turf, purse $21,000, AOC $75,000 (nw1x or nw2), 2 yo’s, fillies.
3 Luminous Cielo Lermyte/Caruso 6-1 Edge in open race
6 Recognition Emigh/DiVito 9-5 Improving; first route
4 Prairie Chick Thornton/Silva 3-1 Tough to figure
5 Strong Gale Felix/Caruso 9-2 Not out of this
2 Applique Roman/Williamson 8-1 Proven at trip w/easier
1 Discreet Charm Sanjur/Campbell 5-1 Tough to dismiss

2nd. 6 furlongs, purse $20,000, Illinois maiden special weight, 3 yo’s & up, f&m.
1 Sasha Peach Thornton/Schrbenske 9-5 Keen on this gal
8 Refashion Felix/Medina 4-1 Questionable on dirt
3 Fashionably Late Sanjur/Matthews 5-1 Might like main track
2 Miss Post Oaks Bielby/LHellman 6-1 Likes to run second
5 Tina of Ekati Santiago/Medina 10-1 Can bounce back
7 Chi Town Rose Montalvo/Dini 8-1 Plenty of chances
4 Away She Glows EE Perez/Hughes 12-1 13th times a charm?
6 Apeekatthegoods Emigh/Randazzo Jr 20-1 Must run faster
3rd.  1 1/16 miles turf, purse $9,300, maiden claiming $15,000, 3 yo's & up, f&m.
7  B B's Charmer Lantz/Hughes  5-1  Big run lone turf
6  One June Baird/Catalano  2-1  Must respect the team
3  American Merlot EPerez/Hinsley  9-2  Fits well with these
4  Marcenia DVelazquez/Perez  6-1  Decent grass efforts
8  Astronomy Montalvo/Vshchenko  7-2  Out of this world?
2  Jack N Ginger Roman/LDavis  8-1  Needs to do better
5  Majestic Molly Sanjur/Perez  15-1  Hasn't been close
1  Casa's Spirit Sanchez/Young  15-1  Tough to see how

4th.  5 ½ furlongs, purse $8,000, maiden claiming $7,500, 3 yo's & up.
8  Thisbabysaruler Molina Jr/Manley  5-1  Puts best hoof forward
3  Kennedy's Cadet Lermyte/Block  4-1  Gets first run on dirt
2  Back From Africa EE Perez/Brinson  8-1  Fresh face just might
5  Misteroyalfox Emigh/Becker  7-2  Debuts for top team
6  Kon Rasy DVelazquez/Berndt  8-1  Not out of this
11  Smoke in the City Montalvo/Delong  12-1  More smoke than fire
1  Graduate Cat Santiago/Medina  15-1  Earns his diploma?
9  Bartbaalu Meza/Ryan  15-1  Tough to get behind
4  Ride the Tiger Roman/Engler  12-1  Far from ferocious
12  Colonel Mary Lantz/Olaivar  30-1  Struggled in debut
10  Road Hills EPerez/Slager  10-1  Has speed, does stop
7  Schuylercountyline Bielby/Perez  20-1  Off the beaten path

5th.  5 furlongs turf, purse $11,200, claiming $20,000 (nw2), 3 yo's & up, f&m.
4  Bubuzela Lermo/AMitchell  5-2  Has battled better
9  Chero Emigh/Wainwright  7-2  Knocking on the door
2  Raining Diamonds Baird/PMiller  5-1  Diamond in the tough?
6  Tam EPerez/Williamson  12-1  Capable of better
7  Skirts On Fire Thornton/Stidham  9-2  Must respect the team
10  Inguagiata Sanchez/Lynn  15-1  In form; gimmicks
1  Sweet Springs Road DVelazquez/LDavis  15-1  Might trip out; price
3  Due to Grace Sanjur/Perez  20-1  Edged softer on dirt
5  Queen of Chicago Felix/Hinsley  15-1  Uprising against
8  Daddy's Wildflower Roman/Campbell  20-1  Wilts down the stretch
6th. 1 mile 70 yards, purse $11,200, claiming $12,500, 3 yo's & up.
4  Tens Wild  DVelazquez/Brinson  6-1  Flies under the radar?
1  Prince Cheval  Thornton/Bennett  5-1  Speedy claim climbs ladder
6  Charlie's Phantasy  Felix/Domenosky  4-1  2nd to big chalk in last
5  Ballyjamesduff  Hennessy/Haran  10-1  Proven at Hawthorne
9  Dontchangetrainers  Emigh/Becker  7-2  Not out of this
3  My Pal Paul  Sanchez/Lynn  15-1  Class relief helps
2  Rivery Hall  Sanjur/Beckett  5-2  Speedy claim climbs ladder
8  Marty Who  EPerez/Becker  8-1  Speed gives way
7  Defiant Flyer  Roman/LDavis  12-1  Dull recent form

7th. 5 ½ furlongs, purse $8,000, claiming $5,000 (nw2-3xy or nw4x), 3 yo's & up.
8  Toro Grande  Santiago/Dorris  4-1  Edge in repeat bid
2  Sterlingten  Roman/Perez  15-1  Tries on sleeper shoes
3  Heza Great Friend  Felix/Winebaugh  9-2  Gimmick comrade
11  Jifquick  Sanjur/Lynn  6-1  Classiest of speed
9  Stanley's Friend  EPerez/Slager  10-1  Capable with best
6  Fort Lewis Rivers  DVelazquez/Berndt  8-1  Not out of this
4  Angel Talk  Bielby/Bentler  15-1  Makes some noise
12  Exactness  Molina Jr/EPerez  10-1  Must work a trip
1  Half Foxy  Hennessy/Haran  8-1  Guns from the rail
5  Mighty Hutch  Baird/Wells  20-1  Needs to do more
7  Dollar Doblado  Emigh/Bigelow  15-1  Must step it up
10  Emile  Montalvo/Slager  20-1  Seen better days

8th. 6 furlongs., purse $8,000, claiming $5,000 (nw3x), 3 yo's & up.
1  Sea Treaty  EEPerez/Bennett  9-2  Drops into win spot
12  Nobiz Like Sue Biz  Baird/Manley  4-1  Blinks on; capable
8  Edging  Santiago/Williamson  6-1  Fits well with these
6  Buddons  Sanjur/DiVito  3-1  Faces other speed
11  Pferd  DVelazquez/Schrbnske  15-1  Tough to gauge
3  Summer in Montana  Emigh/Poulos  8-1  Gets rare sprint try
4  Lights On Brite  Molina Jr/Perez  12-1  Shines at a price?
2  Tail Gunner Carl  Felix/Yanez  20-1  Struggling of late
10  Battle On  Roman/Engler  8-1  Not enough ammo
9  Dashing Derek  Hennessy/Haran  30-1  Backs out of it late
5  Last Gun in Texas  Montalvo/McEwen  30-1  Shooting blanks
7  Josh  Meza/Ryan  30-1  Not close since win
Best bet: 5th Race -- #4 Bubuzela
Price play: 6th Race -- #4 Tens Wild
Twitter: @JoeyDaKRacing

**Derby Wars Calendar**

Daily $4,000 High Stakes Game

Tuesday, Oct. 20 - $1,000 Hawthorne Survivor
Wednesday Oct. 21 - $1,000 Hawthorne Survivor, $5,000 Webcast Game
Friday Oct. 22 - $100k Qualifier (8 Spots), NHC Qualifier (2 Spots)
Saturday, Oct. 23 - $25,000 Game
Sunday, Oct. 24 - $10,000 High Stakes Game

New to DerbyWars? Sign up using promo code “SURVIVOR” for 5 free entries into racing's hottest new game.

Play for FREE at [derbywars.com](http://derbywars.com)